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Animals in Their Habitats
In Our Librarian Won’t Tell Us ANYTHING! Mr. Dickinson and Mrs. Skorupski engage in a  
fully collaborative unit of study with their fourth graders. Their planning focuses on Science, 
Language Arts, Technology, and Information Literacy content standards.

Overview
Who lives here? How do they live here? And why 
do they live here? These three organizing questions 
direct student learning in a research project that 
aids them in the discovery of the essential aspects of 
a designated habitat as well as the characteristics of 
its animal dwellers. Students demonstrate skills as 
information literate researchers in the classroom, 
library media center, and online environment. They 
demonstrate science learning and language arts 
abilities through the content presented in their final 
products. They also demonstrate their technology 
and media skills in the production of their final 
products. And they have fun doing it all!

Time Frame: 4–6 weeks

Essential Questions 

• Who lives in this habitat?

• Why do they live in this habitat?

• How do they survive in this habitat?

Cooperative Teaching Plan 

Library	Media	Specialist	Will:

• Identify, locate, and purchase print and audiovi-
sual resources.

• Identify and bookmark electronic resources.

• With the teacher, initiate a discovery-learning 
experience for students by providing a variety 
of resources in which they can read about the 
habitat under study and its inhabitants.

• Review location of resources in the library.

• Provide instruction on using library sources to 
locate information.

• Review use of nonfiction and reference resources 
(indexes, tables of contents, keywords).

• Guide students in their online searches for infor-
mation on their individual animals.

• Assist students in locating facts about animals and 
their habitats.

• Review/teach note-taking skills with an emphasis 
on paraphrasing and answering essential questions.

• Review/teach bibliography skills using the Bibli-
ography Format sheet.

• Guide students in their search for information on 
their individual animals.

• Support students in choosing a format for their 
final product.

• Review/teach use of the Storyboard Sheet for 
planning a multimedia product.

• Review/teach process for creating a claymation 
film, a television advertisement, a PowerPoint® 
slide show, or a podcast with poster advertising.

• Contribute to design of rubrics and checklists.

• Support students in assessing all aspects of learn-
ing and multimedia product demonstration using 
the Self-Assessment Rubric.

Teacher	Will:

• Introduce the concept of habitat and textbook 
content (if necessary).

• Support student learning of key life science 
content such as food chains and webs, transfer 
of energy, environmental influence on animal 
behavior, and effects of environmental changes.

Research Project
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• With the library media specialist, initiate a discov-
ery-learning experience for students by provid-
ing a variety of resources in which they can read 
about the habitat under study and its inhabitants.

• Clear all walls in the classroom at the start of the 
unit and invite students to decorate the classroom 
with representations of the habitat under study.

• Support students in research in the library  
media center.

• Assemble the Predator-Prey forms on an empty 
bulletin board, posting them with thumbtacks. 

• Assist students in creating predator-prey partner-
ships by matching animals that eat or are eaten 
and moving the forms to share space on the bul-
letin board.

• Assist students in locating facts about animals 
and their habitats.

• Continue to create a curriculum context for the 
learning students are doing in their individual 
and paired research.

• Contribute to design of rubrics and checklists.

• Support students in assessing all aspects of learn-
ing and multimedia product demonstration 
using the Self-Assessment Rubric.

Equipment

• computer lab, library computers, or laptops for 
student use

• DVD player

• television

• video recording equipment

• digital recording software

Worksheet Directions

Discovery	Learning—Habitat	Facts	Form

Supply students with a wide variety of resources 
about the habitat under study. (If you have a mobile 
lab or computers in the library, open several habi-
tat-specific Web sites for investigation, as well). Ask 
them to begin by simply exploring the resources, 
gathering impressions by looking at photographs 

and graphic images, and reading captions. After 
15–20 minutes of open exploration, ask for their im-
pressions and initial findings in an open discussion. 
Now, ask them to work individually or in table teams 
to complete the Habitat Facts form.

Predator-Prey	Teams—Predator-Prey	Form

Provide students several opportunities to conduct 
initial research about animals of the habitat under 
study.

Ask students to record the animals they would be 
interested in researching further along with a mini-
mum of one predator and/or one prey of each of 
those animals on Predator-Prey Forms.

Assemble the Predator-Prey forms on an empty bul-
letin board, posting them with thumbtacks. Ask stu-
dents to create predator-prey partners by matching 
animals that eat or are eaten by the other and mov-
ing the forms to share space on the bulletin board. 

Where no form exists for a predator or prey, create 
one and pair it with its partner. (At this point, the 
library media specialist may want to determine the 
availability of resources for each animal using the 
nonfiction library collection, reference sources, and 
online resources.)

Now ask students to formulate a plan for the forma-
tion of two-person teams with one predator and one 
prey on each team. Encourage students to develop a 
method that will honor student choices where pos-
sible and also ensure distribution across the animal 
kingdoms.

Predator-Prey Teams

Animals in their Habitats Research

PREDATOR-PREY FORM
Student’s Name _________________________      Animal ____________________________

Predators

_______________________     ________________________     ________________________

Prey

_______________________     ________________________     ________________________

Michael

bears wolves humans

rabbits mice foxes

coyote

Predator-Prey Teams

Animals in their Habitats Research

PREDATOR-PREY FORM
Student’s Name _________________________      Animal ____________________________

Predators

_______________________     ________________________     ________________________

Prey

_______________________     ________________________     ________________________

Sam

coyotes great horned owls bobcats

crayfish fish frogs

raccoon
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Culminating Learning Activity

Students will create their choice of a claymation 
film, a television advertisement, a PowerPoint slide 
show, or a podcast with poster advertising to demon-
strate their knowledge. 

Assessment Overview

The final multimedia product will be self-assessed 
using the Self-Assessment Rubric. 

Adaptations and Extensions

• Invite a local biologist or professor to speak to 
the class.

• Broadcast claymation films, television advertise-
ments, or podcasts on in-school networks.

• Present multimedia products to other classes 
at the same grade level or to younger students 
studying habitats.

• Ask able learners to consider the destruction of 
the habitat under study and what can be done to 
prevent it.

• Request additional support for challenged stu-
dents from Resource Room teachers.

Resources

Print

Johnson, Rebecca L. Biomes of North America se-
ries. (11 volumes: A Journey into a Lake, A Journey into 
a River, A Journey into a Wetland, A Journey into an Estu-
ary, A Journey into the Ocean, A Walk in the Boreal Forest, 
A Walk in the Deciduous Forest, A Walk in the Desert, A 
Walk in the Prairie, A Walk in the Rainforest, A Walk in 
the Tundra). Carolrhoda Books, 2001.

Pipes, Rose. World Habitats series (10 volumes: 
Rivers and Lakes, Rain Forests; Hot Deserts; Grasslands; 
Mountains and Volcanoes; Forests and Woodlands; Coasts 
and Shores, Islands; Tundra and Cold Deserts; Wetlands). 
Raintree Steck-Vaughn, 1998.

Silver, Donald M. One Small Square series  
(11 volumes: African Savanna, Arctic Tundra,  
Backyard, Cactus Desert, Cave, Coral Reef, Pond,  
Seashore, Swamp, Tropical Rain Forest, Woods). W. H. 
Freeman, 1993–1997.

Somerville, Barbara A. Our Living World: Earth’s 
Biomes series (7 volumes: Oceans, Seas, and Reefs; 
Tundra; Rivers, Streams, Lakes, and Ponds; Wetlands; 
Deserts; Grasslands; Forests). Tradition Books, 2004.

Wildlife and Plants of the World. Marshall Cavendish, 
1999.

World Book Ecology series (6 volumes: Life in the 
Deserts, Life in the Mountains, Life in the Oceans, Life 
in the Polar Lands, Life in the Rain Forests, Life in the 
Woodlands). World Book Inc., 2001.

World Book Encyclopedia. World Book Inc., 2006.

Electronic

Animal Diversity Web. 1 April 2006. Accessed 20 Sep-
tember 2006. 
animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/index.html.

Animals A-Z. 1 April 2006. Accessed 20 September 
2006. 
www.oaklandzoo.org/atoz/atoz.html.

Col, Jeananda. “Animal Printouts.” Enchanted Learn-
ing. Accessed 20 September 2006.  
www.EnchantedLearning.com/coloring.

eNature. 1 April 2006. Accessed 20 September 2006. 
www.enature.com.

“What’s It Like Where You Live: Biomes of the 
World.” Missouri Botanical Garden. 1 April 2006.  
www.mbgnet.net.

World Book Online.  
www.worldbookonline.com. Requires subscription.

Audiovisual

Biomes of the World in Action series. (8 titles: Conif-
erous Forests, Deciduous Forests, Deserts, Freshwater Ecosys-
tems, Grasslands, Marine Ecosystems, Rainforest Biomes, 
Tundra). DVD. Schlessinger Media, 2003.

Predator-Prey Teams
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Content	Area	Standards	from	McREL
www.mcrel.org/compendium/browse.asp

Science	Standards

Life	Sciences—Standard	�

Understands relationships among organisms and their physical 

environment

Level II (Grades 3–5) 

6.1: Knows the organization of simple food chains and food webs 

(e.g., green plants make their own food with sunlight, water, and 

air; some animals eat the plants; some animals eat the animals that 

eat the plants) 

6.2: Knows that the transfer of energy (e.g., through the consump-

tion of food) is essential to all living organisms 

6.3: Knows that an organism’s patterns of behavior are related to 

the nature of that organism’s environment (e.g., kinds and num-

bers of other organisms present, availability of food and resources, 

physical characteristics of the environment) 

6.4: Knows that changes in the environment can have different ef-

fects on different organisms (e.g., some organisms move in, others 

move out; some organisms survive and reproduce, others die) 

6.5: Knows that all organisms (including humans) cause changes 

in their environments, and these changes can be beneficial or 

detrimental

Language	Arts	Standards

Writing	Standards—Standard	4

Gathers and uses information for research purposes

Level II (Grades 3–5)

4.1: Uses a variety of strategies to plan research (e.g., identifies 

possible topic by brainstorming, listing questions, using idea webs; 

organizes prior knowledge about a topic; develops a course of ac-

tion; determines how to locate necessary information) 

4.2: Uses encyclopedias to gather information for research topics 

4.4: Uses electronic media to gather information (e.g., databases, 

Internet, CD-ROM, television shows, cassette recordings, videos, 

pull-down menus, word searches) 

4.5: Uses key words, guide words, alphabetical and numerical 

order, indexes, cross-references, and letters on volumes to find 

information for research topics 

4.6: Uses multiple representations of information (e.g., maps, 

charts, photos, diagrams, tables) to find information for research 

topics 

4.7: Uses strategies to gather and record information for research 

topics (e.g., uses notes, maps, charts, graphs, tables, and other 

graphic organizers; paraphrases and summarizes information; 

gathers direct quotes; provides narrative descriptions) 

4.8: Uses strategies to compile information into written reports 

or summaries (e.g., incorporates notes into a finished product; 

includes simple facts, details, explanations, and examples; draws 

conclusions from relationships and patterns that emerge from 

data from different sources; uses appropriate visual aids and 

media) 

4.9: Cites information sources (e.g., quotes or paraphrases infor-

mation sources, lists resources used by title)

Reading	Standards—Standard	7

Uses reading skills and strategies to understand and interpret a 

variety of informational texts

Level II (Grades 3–5)

7.1: Uses reading skills and strategies to understand a variety of 

informational texts (e.g., textbooks, biographical sketches, let-

ters, diaries, directions, procedures, magazines) 

7.3: Uses text organizers (e.g., headings, topic and summary 

sentences, graphic features, typeface, chapter titles) to determine 

the main ideas and to locate information in a text 

7.4: Uses the various parts of a book (e.g., index, table of con-

tents, glossary, appendix, preface) to locate information 

7.5: Summarizes and paraphrases information in texts (e.g., 

includes the main idea and significant supporting details of a 

reading selection) 

7.6: Uses prior knowledge and experience to understand and 

respond to new information 

7.7: Understands structural patterns or organization in infor-

mational texts (e.g., chronological, logical, or sequential order; 

compare-and-contrast; cause-and-effect; proposition and sup-

port)

Technology	Standards—Standard	�

Understands the nature and uses of different forms of technology

Level II (Grades 3–5)

6.4: Knows that technology facilitates better communication by 

providing storage and retrieval of large amounts of data, an easy 

means of accessing data, a means of processing and displaying 

data, and faster communication among individuals

Information	Literacy	Standards
www.ala.org/ala/aasl/aaslproftools/informationpower/InformationLiteracyStandards_final.pdf

Excerpt from Information Literacy Standards for Student Learning, published by the American Library Association 

1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 2.4, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 5.3, 8.2, 8.3, 9.4
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Discovery	Learning

HABITAT FACTS FORM

What	are	some	of	the	important	geographical	features	of	this	habitat?

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

What	is	the	weather	like?

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

What	plants	survive	in	this	environment?

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

What	animals	survive	in	this	environment?

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research
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Predator–Prey	Teams

PREDATOR-PREY FORM
Student’s	Name	_________________________						Animal	____________________________

Predators

_______________________     ________________________     ________________________

Prey

_______________________     ________________________     ________________________

Predator–Prey	Teams

SOURCES CRITERIA SHEET
Student’s	Name	_________________________						Animal	____________________________

Circle One:      Predator      Prey

Partner’s	Name	_________________________						Animal	____________________________

Circle One:      Predator      Prey

I	have	located:

❏ at least one nonfiction book on my animal

❏ at least one reference book article on my animal

❏ at least one online article on my animal

Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research

Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research
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BIBLIOGRAPHY FORMAT SHEET
For	a	book	with	one	author,	follow	this	format.	If	you	use	a	second	line,	you	must	indent	five	
spaces.

Johnson, Rebecca L. A Journey into a River. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Carolrhoda Books, 2001.

Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research

First Book

1.  _________________________________. ______________________________________. 
          Author’s last name, first name.                          Title of book. (underlined)

__________________, _____: _______________________,  _________________________.
       City of publication,       State:          Publisher,                 Date of Publication.

Second Book

2.  _________________________________. ______________________________________. 
          Author’s last name, first name.                          Title of book. (underlined)

__________________, _____: _______________________,  _________________________.
       City of publication,       State:              Publisher,               Date of Publication.

For	an	unsigned	magazine	article,	follow	this	format.	If	you	use	a	second	line,	you	must	indent	
five	spaces.

Stewart, Melissa. “Keeping Cool in the Desert.” Ask. February 2006: 17–23.

Magazine

3.  ________________________________. “_____________________________________.” 
          Author’s last name, first name.                  “Title of article.” (in quotation marks)

_____________________________   __________________:  ___________________.
        Title of magazine (underlined)             Date (month and year):                Page numbers. 
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For	an	encyclopedia	article,	follow	this	format.	If	you	use	a	second	line,	you	must	indent	five	
spaces.

Gordon, Arnold L. “Ocean.” World Book Encyclopedia. 2006.

Encyclopedia

3.  ________________________________. “_____________________________________.” 
 Author’s last name, first name (if available).                        “Title of article.” (in quotation marks)

_____________________________.   ___________________.
    Title of encyclopedia. (underlined)                        Year.

For	a	Web	site,	follow	this	format.	If	you	use	a	second	line,	you	must	indent	five	spaces.

Col, Jeananda. “Animal Printouts.” Enchanted Learning. 1999. Accessed 20 September 2006.  
         <http://www.EnchantedLearning.com/coloring>.

First Web site

5.  ________________________________. “_____________________________________.” 
 Author’s last name, first name (if available).                          “Title of page.” (in quotation marks)

_____________________________.   __________________.  ___________________.
        Title of Web site. (underlined)                          Today’s date.             Date posted or updated.

<________________________________________________________________________>.
                                                                 <URL (Web address)>.

Second Web site

6.  ________________________________. “_____________________________________.” 
 Author’s last name, first name (if available).                          “Title of page.” (in quotation marks)

_____________________________.   __________________.  ___________________.
         Title of Web site. (underlined)                         Today’s date.        Date posted or updated.

<________________________________________________________________________>.
                                                                 <URL (Web address)>.
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MULTIMEDIA PRODUCT FORMAT SHEET

Student’s	Name	_________________________						Animal	____________________________

Circle One:      Predator      Prey

Partner’s	Name	_________________________						Animal	____________________________

Circle One:      Predator      Prey

Our	multimedia	product	will	be:

❏ a claymation film          ❏ a PowerPoint® slide show

❏ a television advertisement  ❏ a podcast

MULTIMEDIA PRODUCT FORMAT SHEET

Student’s	Name	_________________________						Animal	____________________________

Circle One:      Predator      Prey

Partner’s	Name	_________________________						Animal	____________________________

Circle One:      Predator      Prey

Our	multimedia	product	will	be:

❏ a claymation film          ❏ a PowerPoint® slide show

❏ a television advertisement  ❏ a podcast

Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research

Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research
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Storyboard SHEET

Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research

Name: ________________________________________________________________________
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Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research

The Rules of an Effective PowerPoint®

• Place your most important information at the beginning.

• Storyboard your PowerPoint.

• Outline your PowerPoint from your storyboard.

• Develop content before adding sound, graphics, or design elements.

• Choose only pictures/graphics that match your point exactly.

• Choose only sounds that enhance your main ideas and details.

• Choose dark font on a light (or white) SIMPLE background.

• Choose a simple font like Arial or Verdana.

• Use at least 36-point font for headers.

• Use at least 24-point font for bullets.

• Use bold or italics for emphasis (no caps, no underlining).

• Use the Rule of Six: 

– six words per line (main ideas)

– six lines/bullets per slide (details)

• Check all text for proper spelling and grammar.
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Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research

CLAYMATION FILM CHECKLIST
Note: Learn more about making claymation films at ThinkQuest’s Clay Animation Station  

online at library.thinkquest.org/22316/.

Name: ________________________________________________________________________

	 ❏		 ❏  The film concept is creative, well-developed, and demonstrates answers to the three 
   essential questions.

	 ❏		 ❏  The script is both creative and well-written and follows the conventions of writing.

	 ❏		 ❏  The script is well-organized with a main idea and supporting details.

	 ❏		 ❏  The script accurately reflects research about the animals and their habitats.

	 ❏		 ❏  The storyboard is complete and logical.

	 ❏		 ❏  The background and props are creative while representing the environment accurately.

	 ❏		 ❏  The camera is used effectively for clear, creative shots. 

	 ❏		 ❏  Titles are clearly readable and spell-checked.

	 ❏		 ❏  Sound and narration are well-paced, clear, and informative.

	 ❏		 ❏  Grammar and oral language usage are correct throughout.

	 ❏		 ❏  A properly formatted bibliography accompanies the film.

	 ❏		 ❏  Cooperation with peers is evident throughout the project.

Student Teacher

Comments
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Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research

TELEVISION ADVERTISEMENT CHECKLIST
Note: Examples of television advertisement storyboards can be found online at  

www.agencyfaqs.com/search/sboard_search.html.

Name: ________________________________________________________________________

	 ❏		 ❏  The idea is creative, well-developed, and demonstrates answers to the three  
   essential questions.

	 ❏		 ❏  The advertisement is built around a creative and catchy slogan.

	 ❏		 ❏  The script is both creative and well-written and follows the conventions of writing.

	 ❏		 ❏  The script is well-organized with a claim and details that construct support.

	 ❏		 ❏  The script accurately reflects research about the animals and their habitat.

	 ❏		 ❏  The storyboard is complete and logical.

	 ❏		 ❏  The background and props are creative while representing the environment accurately. 

	 ❏		 ❏  The camera is used effectively for clear, creative filmmaking.

	 ❏		 ❏  Titles are clearly readable and spell-checked.

	 ❏		 ❏  Sound and narration are well-paced, clear, and informative.

	 ❏		 ❏  Narration is well-rehearsed.

	 ❏		 ❏  Text and narration are persuasive in tone and language.

	 ❏		 ❏  Grammar and oral language usage are correct throughout.

	 ❏		 ❏  A properly formatted bibliography accompanies the advertisement.

	 ❏		 ❏  Cooperation with peers is evident throughout the project.

Student Teacher

Comments
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Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research

POWERPOINT® SLIDE SHOW CHECKLIST
Note: You can learn more about creating PowerPoint slide shows using the “PowerPoint  

Tutorials” at Electric Teacher online at www.electricteacher.com/tutorial3.htm.

Name: ________________________________________________________________________

	 ❏		 ❏  The PowerPoint concept is creative, well-developed, and demonstrates answers to 
   the three essential questions.

	 ❏		 ❏  Slides are well-organized and arranged logically with a main idea and  
   supporting details.

	 ❏		 ❏  Slides accurately reflect research about the animals and their habitat.

	 ❏		 ❏  The storyboard is complete and logical.

	 ❏		 ❏  The PowerPoint follows the Rules of Effective PowerPoint.

	 ❏		 ❏  A properly formatted bibliography slide is included.

	 ❏		 ❏  Narration is well-rehearsed. 

	 ❏		 ❏  Narration of the slide show is well-paced, clear, and informative.

	 ❏		 ❏  Narrators maintain proper eye contact with the audience when presenting.

	 ❏		 ❏  Grammar and oral language usage are correct throughout the narration.

	 ❏		 ❏  Cooperation with peers is evident throughout the project.

Student Teacher

Comments
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Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research

PODCAST CHECKLIST
Note: Find a guide to creating podcasts at the learninginhand site at  

www.learninginhand.com/podcasting/create.html.

Name: ________________________________________________________________________

	 ❏		 ❏  The idea is creative, well-developed, and demonstrates answers to the three  
   essential questions.

	 ❏		 ❏  The script is both creative and well-written and follows the conventions of writing.

	 ❏		 ❏  The script is well-organized and logical.

	 ❏		 ❏  The script accurately reflects research about the animals and their habitat.

	 ❏		 ❏  The storyboard is complete and logical.

	 ❏		 ❏  Narration is well-rehearsed.

	 ❏		 ❏  If used, music is effective. 

	 ❏		 ❏  Sound and narration are well-paced, clear, and informative.

	 ❏		 ❏  Transitions are smooth and without background noise.

	 ❏		 ❏  Grammar and oral language usage are correct throughout the narration.

	 ❏		 ❏  A properly formatted bibliography accompanies the podcast.

	 ❏		 ❏  Cooperation with peers is evident throughout the project.

Student Teacher

Comments
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Animals	in	Their	Habitats	Research

SELF-ASSESSMENT RUBRIC
Partially	Meets Meets Exceeds

SCIENCE

My multimedia product includes all necessary factual 
information about my animal and its habitat.

My multimedia product answers the three essential  
questions about animals in this habitat.

LANGUAGE	ARTS

I read a variety of print and electronic resources about 
my animal and its habitat.

I added new information from a variety of  
resources to the knowledge I gained in Science class.

My multimedia product reflects proper use of grammar 
(spoken) and writing conventions (written).

INFORMATION	LITERACY

I created a complete set of notes with facts from at least 
three sources.

I used the information in my notes to create a  
multimedia product that reflects my knowledge and 
answers the three essential questions.

I properly cited each source I used in my  
research and in creating my multimedia product  
on the Bibliography Format Sheet.

I included a bibliography or bibliography slide  
with my multimedia product.

TECHNOLOGY

I located and accessed information about my animal and 
habitat from selected Web sites.

I used the Storyboard Sheet and/or created a  
script for effective planning of my multimedia product 
before production.

I used technology appropriately to create a  
multimedia product that demonstrates my knowledge.

I created a multimedia product that meets the  
criteria in the appropriate checklist.
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